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Abstract—This paper presents a high scalability real-time
intelligent traffic monitoring system, based on Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID). The main features of this system are low
cost, low power consumption, traffic monitoring, and connectiv-
ity. The systems architecture includes an RFID reader, a passive
tag, and a Raspberry Pi. Our solution collects vehicle information
from the labels and stores the data into a database by employing
only one antenna. The main challenge is that the RFID module
is not robust enough to recognize the information in the vehicle’s
RFID tag on each information query, while the label is in the
reading zone. This instability does not allow us to know precisely
when and where a vehicle enters or leaves the sensing zone. What
is more, the high random error in the power signal and the
complexity of its characteristic curve pattern add difficulty to the
speed calculation, when we reduce the number of antennas to one.
For this reason, an innovative approach has been designed, using
customized modular neural network (MNN). This method fits the
collected data (power signal vs time) affected by acute random
noise, to the characteristic correspondence function among the
signal power and the position of the terminal, which domains are
dimensionally different. As a result, we can estimate the vehicle
speeds and obtain the whole vehicle information. Under this novel
method, we are able to reduce the hardware, in comparison with
previous approaches, making it cheaper and decreasing power
consumption.

Index Terms—Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Traffic
monitoring, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Sensors,
Vehicles, Speed, Modular Artificial Neural Network (MNN),
Database.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to the global status report on road safety
in 2018, road traffic injuries are the main cause of

death of people between 5 and 29 years old. Likewise, the
absolute number of annual victims has dramatically increased
and reached 1.35 million in 2016, compared to 1.15 million
in 2000 [1]. Several strategies have been applied to control
this phenomenon, for instance, traffic monitoring collects
information that describes the use and performance of the
roadway system, with the purpose of enhancing its efficiency,
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avoiding the misusage of resources and contributing to safer
traveling conditions [2][3].

The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) reported that speeding is
the most common traffic violation on roads and highways,
and it is the first cause of road crashes in some countries
including China, India and Sri Lanka [4]. Moreover, the United
States Department of Transportation through the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) informed
that 9717 people died in 2017 because of speeding, accounting
26% of all traffic fatalities in that year [5]. In this context,
speed sensing and the vehicle license plates recognition have
become essential for excessive speed detection, and to control
and guarantee the safety on the roads. Motivated by this,
not only numerous studies proposed various techniques such
as Radar, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), Global
Positioning System (GPS), cameras or a combination of them
but also Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
within the last years, has started to evolve urban transport via
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [4]. Nevertheless, despite
the convincing results in speed estimation, many of these
solutions cannot provide plate numbers or any kind of vehicle
information.

In the last years, studies on plate recognition are mostly
based on Computer Vision (CV) and Machine Learning tech-
niques [6][7][8][9]. Therefore, the addition of CV solutions,
could be crucial to accomplishing the plate recognition task.
Unfortunately, most of the existing camera-based approaches
work only with advanced image capture systems or under
supervised conditions, and its accuracy depends on visibility
and can thus be infeasible, depending on conditions such as
lighting, weather or camera placement [10][11][12][13].

Alternatively, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) em-
ploys electromagnetic waves produced by a reader to identify
the presence of an RFID label, for reading the data stored
in it. Nowadays, little articles like buttons, cards, or tiny
capsules have RFID labels attached to them [14]. Almost
everything is using RFID, and the most usual applications
are the tracking of animals, goods in the supply chain, high-
value tools and other assets, reusable containers, and parts
moving through a manufacturing production line. Furthermore,
payment systems that let customers avoid cash payment, or
security access control for buildings and networks, make use
of this technology [15].

Thereby, given that speeding is the most common traf-
fic violation, the weaknesses of most used technologies for
measuring speeds (such as radar, lidar and cameras), the
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increasing application of IoT in the last years due to cheaper
electronics, the low power consumption, its connectivity ca-
pability, and the notable versatility of the RFID, the aim of
this paper is to develop and deploy a system based on IoT,
capable of monitoring traffic in a smart manner. Our design
includes a novel approach by employing supervised machine
learning into a customized modular neural network (MNN)
for relating indirectly, learned information and captured data,
which are dimensionally different. In this manner, we have
enhanced, optimized, and implemented a high scalability real-
time intelligent traffic monitoring system. The main features
of our proposal are: low power consumption, low cost, full
cloud connectivity, speeds measurement capability, detection
of vehicles’ information such as plate and type.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the related works. Section III describes the main
characteristics of the hardware components employed. Section
IV provides a theoretical review of the dependency relation-
ship between the signal power and the distance, from the
electromagnetic source to the vehicle. Section V verifies the
previously mentioned relationship by observing the real output
of the RFID device and its particularities for different distances
of the vehicle. Section VI presents the proposed method for
calculating the vehicle’s speed using only one RFID antenna
through a customized MNN. Section VII exposes the results
of the simulation tests of our proposal. To conclude, Section
VIII provides the results of the whole system tests, including
field tests on a real scale.

II. RELATED WORKS

Various types of monitoring systems are currently employed
to obtain mainly vehicular speed, flow, and density. For exam-
ple, in [16], the authors presented a novel methodology based
solely on anonymized signaling data collected from a mobile
cellular network to infer vehicle travel times on highways and
to detect road congestion in real-time. Besides this, a vehicle
detection and classification system has been developed in
[17], based on a low-cost triaxial anisotropic magnetoresistive
sensor. Then, in [18] and [19], authors present solutions also
based on an array of anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors that
perform well for cars recognition and speed estimation.

Further, authors in [20] provide a different solution for
accident prevention by applying an IoT Cloud system for
traffic monitoring, and alert notification based on OpenGTS
and MongoDB. To achieve this, they consider that mobile
traffic sensors should be directly installed in private and public
vehicles [20].

Moreover, in [21], researchers submit a CV approach,
applying background subtraction, to implement low-power and
low-cost sensors with embedded vision logics in an IoT device,
in order to build Smart Camera Networks (SCN) for estimating
the vehicle’s speed. Besides this, Barth et al. suggested the use
of Convolutional Neural Networks to increase the precision in
vehicle detection compared with the background subtraction
technique [10]. For plate recognition, in [8] and [9], fellows
design their CV models depending on the plate typography and
its layout. Then, for improving this recognition for various

Fig. 1. The traffic monitoring system on the road

shooting angles, Lin et al. in [6] proposed a three-stage
recognition system applying Mask R-CNN. Similarly, in [7],
Menon et al. formulated a solution utilizing Support Vector
Machine (SVM).

Alternatively, Pendor & Tangaoskar proposed to use RFID
to recognize vehicles in traffic tolls and collect related data
via radio frequency signals. In this case, the functionality of
the RFID system is not affected by adverse weather or the
lack of light at night [22]. Afterward, the authors in [23]
establish a real-time traffic management system based on RFID
capable of tracking any registered vehicle in Delhi, and the
readers are placed at every possible street cross. Besides this,
[24] presents a platform called PCIV (intelligent platform
for vehicular control) for traffic monitoring, based on cloud
computing and RFID, employed to road traffic monitoring
in public transportation systems. Both cases obtain vehicle
information, and they use the received data to make man-
agement decisions, control traffic lights and prevent criminal
activities. Nevertheless, these solutions do not have any speed
measurement capability. On the other hand, the study in [25]
develops a system to detect traffic conditions instantaneously
by employing RFID for obtaining vehicle information, even
though it is still applying CV to sense speeds. Then, [26]
develops an intelligent traffic management expert system with
an RFID module, two antennas, and a couple of infrared
sensors for speed estimation and car information recognition.
Furthermore, Lujaina et al. [27] design and simulate an
automobile speed violation detecting system as a solution to
the general problem of on-road speed violations. It includes
a microcontroller, a pair of RFID modules with an antenna
each, a GSM board for sending SMS messages to the driver
and the police, and a camera for obtaining visual evidence.

III. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

We combine the versatility of the RFID technology and the
computing power of the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B (RBπ2) for
building a fully connected smart traffic monitoring system.

As shown in Figure 1, the system includes a Raspberry that
serves as a processing unit for automatic control. A Wi-Fi
dongle permits internet connectivity and remote access, and
the installation of a local database, the storing and backing up
the collected information. According to provider information,
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TABLE I
ANTENNA RFID120120-CA ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Freq Range 890-935 MHz VSWR < 1.3
Bandwidth 45 MHz Impedance 50 Ω
Gain 5 dBi Polarization Circular
Horizontal Hor: 75◦ Max Power (Watts) 0.6 W
Beamwidth Vert: 75◦ Connector SMA
F/B Ratio ≥ 25 Lightning Protection DC ground

the embedded RFID and its 5dB antenna are able to read the
number plate within a distance of up to 7 meters.

The complete list of components is detailed below.

A. The RFID system
An RFID system is made up of two components [28]:
1) The transponder: The transponder or tag is the actual

data-carrying device of an RFID system. It generally consists
of a coupling element (antenna) and an electronic microchip
[28].

We strongly recommend attaching the RFID tags on the
license plate, as it is an unchangeable part of the vehicle
issued by the local authorities. Additionally, we suggest to
use passives RFID tags due to the vehicle’s plate is a sheet of
metal without any power supply. What is more, considering
that one of the challenges is the detection of tags moving at
very high speeds, the RFID system should have the following
features: fast data transmission rate, reading distance above
2 m, able of being detected on metals surfaces and security
capabilities.

2) The reader: A reader typically contains a radio fre-
quency module (transmitter and receiver), a controller and a
coupling element to the transponder (antenna). Besides this,
numerous readers are fitted with an interface such as RS-232
or UART [28].

We select the RFID module RF100 UHF (26 dB m), that
operates in the range between 840-930 MHz under the EPC
C1 GEN2/ISO 18000-6C protocol and it can be connected
through the Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter
(UART) interface. According to the latest regulatory status of
RFID in the EPC Gen2 (860-960 MHz) band, the frequency
range of RFID transmission in China is around 920.5-924.5
MHz [29].

Based on the provider information, the power consumption
of the RF100 module is 320 mA at 26 dBm and the reach
is up to 7 m with the RFID120120-CA 5 dBi antenna. The
characteristics of the antennas are shown in Table I.

B. The controller - Raspberry Pi
In order to control the RFID module, we selected the

Raspberry Pi 2 Model B. It has an ARMv7 processor, and it
can run ARM GNU/Linux distributions [21]. The power usage
for the RBπ2 is around 230 mA at the idle mode. The internal
database is SQLite, which it is an in-process library that
implements a self-contained, serverless, zero-configuration,
and a transactional SQL embedded database engine. These
features make SQLite a popular choice to use in IoT devices
[30].
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Fig. 2. Radiation pattern of the antenna and RFID tag trajectory

C. Power supply

The power supply is a Xiaomi Mi Power Bank 2 which
capacity is 20 000 mA h. At 5.1 V, the nominal output is 2.4 A,
but the maximum capacity can reach 2.9 A with the maximum
output power of 14.8 W.

IV. PRINCIPLES OF THE RADIO FREQUENCY SIGNAL
POWER’S DEPENDENCY AND THE PROPAGATION MODEL.
Figure 2 illustrates the radiation pattern of the antenna, and

inside of this region, it is capable to read the information stored
in the label attached to a vehicle.

The system is continuously attempting to detect and read the
information in the tags. When the license plate of a vehicle
enters into the sensing region (green spot), the module will
capture from the tag the plate number, vehicle’s type, and
the received signal strength indication (RSSI). A timestamp
joins to this information to create a register in the database.
Theoretically, the RSSI in decibel-milliwatt (dBm), for each
antenna, is calculated as:

RSSI = RSSI0 − FSPL, (1)

where RSSI0 is the signal power in dBm at zero distance and
FSPL is the free space path loss. On the other hand, FSPL in
decibel (dB) has the following form [31]:

FSPL[dB] = 20Log

(
4πfd

c

)
(2)

where d is the distance between the RFID label and the center
of the antenna, f is the frequency of the wave and c is the
speed of the light, which are expressed in km, GHz and m/s
respectively. Converting the units of d and f into meters and
MHz respectively, and knowing that c = 2.998× 108 m/s,
f = 915MHz and d =

√
h2 + x2 equation (2) results in:

FSPL[dB] = 10Log(h2 + x2) + 31.68 (3)

Replacing equation (3) into equation (1) and converting the
units from dB to dBm, it turns into:

RSSI = RSSI0 − (10Log(h2 + x2) + 61.68) (4)

Figure 3 shows graphically the relation of the power signal
and the distance described in equation (4).
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V. SENSING CHARACTERISTICS: OUTPUT, RANGE AND
FREQUENCY.

To validate the phenomenon previously mentioned, we fixed
an antenna on the ground, which center is the origin of our
coordinate system. A simulated vehicle is placed, with an
attached RFID label at a height h, on the ground at different
distances from the antenna. For each ∆x = 5 cm we obtain
500 registers of the signal power, the time and the information
in the label. This process is repeated for different heights h of
the RFID tag (30, 40, 50 and 60 cm).

Due to the narrow angle of the radiation pattern, we need
to find an angle that increases the reading reach (considering
that the front plates of the cars are attached approximately
between 30 to 60 cm height) and, at the same time, acquire
information that helps us for the analysis. Approximately with
an inclination of 45◦, we could find this.

Figure 4 illustrates the position of the radiation pattern.
Figure 5 presents the RSSI values versus the distance for
different heights of the tag (h), and we can observe that they
are similar enough to the curve in Figure3. We are able to
notice some characteristics such as maximum values of the
RSSI near the origin and a reach range between −240 cm to
30 cm (total 2.70 m).

Furthermore, it is significant to know the sensor’s reading
probability regarding the distance. In this case, we define
reading probability (Pr) as the chance to obtain the whole
information from the RFID label. To calculate this probability,
we try to get the information from the label 500 times.
We count the number of successful detections (Nd) and
Pr = Nd/500 . Figure 6 presents these results with the antenna
at 45◦. It is possible to note that Pr, despite of being close
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Fig. 5. Signal power vs distance - antenna@45◦
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Fig. 6. Reading probability vs distance - antenna@45◦

to the radiation source, it is less than 80%, and it decreases
while it moves away.

Generally, we may suppose that for different runs, at the
same speed and the same tag’s height, we are going to capture
the same quantity of points. However, with these results, it is
possible to assume that for similar conditions, it is not possible.
Additionally, this probability creates uncertainty on exactly
where the vehicle is detected for the first time (position xi)
and where exactly it is leaving the reading zone (position xo),
making it difficult to calculate the speed.

VI. SPEED CALCULATION METHOD

The system is continuously attempting to detect and read
the information stored in the tags. Figure 7 presents a vehicle
moving in the direction x, where at time t1 the vehicle is at
the position x1, and at time t2 it is at the position x2.

When it enters into the reading zone, the RFID module
obtains the car information (plate number, type of vehicle, the
height of the plate (h)) and the signal power (RSSI). All
this information is stored immediately into the database (table
data collect), creating a list of n dots of the car information,
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Fig. 7. Positions of a vehicle at two different times during its run.

the signal power (RSSIi) and the timestamps (ti) for each
RSSIi calculated by the controller. In brief, the sensor obtains
RSSI(t, h) and the vehicle’s information.

On the other hand, despite that from Figure 5 we observe
that equation (4) is not ruling the behavior of the power signal,
it is still being dependent of the distance (x) and the height
(h), in other words, RSSI(x, h).

A. Speed calculation methodology

Based on the previous observations, it is necessary to find
a way to relate the RSSI(t, h) obtained with the sensor and
the known information RSSI(x, h), which is shown in Figure
5. In general, path loss equations are empirical and take a
long time and effort to discover all the factors that participate
in these formulas. Regression models such as polynomial
regression or Lognormal distribution could help us to describe
the curve RSSI(x, h). However, they are mono-variable, and
we would need different equations for each value of h. Under
this situation, we might attempt to employ nonlinear multiple
variables fitting procedures, that allow us to fit the known data
or in any case, we may apply supervised machine learning
and artificial neural networks (ANN). An ANN is a data
processing system that has the ability in adaptation, learning
and approximation. It suits for complex computational tasks
such as identification and approximation of unknown functions
[32].

For training the ANN, we use Matlab and the data collected
in Figure 5, but after a filtering process (outlier elimination).
The components of this ANN are two inputs (h, x), two
neurons in the hidden layer, and the value of RSSI as output.

We know that “the average x-velocity (vav−x) depends
on only the total displacement ∆x = x2 − x1 that occurs
during the time interval ∆t = t2 − t1” [33]. This means
that the position of the vehicle is directly associated with the
time (x = f(t)), then RSSI(x, h) became a composition of
functions RSSI(x(t), h). For obtaining the mean speed, we
should consider that the vehicle is moving at a constant speed
within the sensing zone. After this, we are able to affirm that
the position of the vehicle is x(t) = At + B. Thus, we may
use a linear fitting model in order to find the values of A
and B, but we do not have values [ti, xi]. For this reason, we
have designed a Modular Neural Network (MNN) illustrated
in Figure 8.

This MNN includes the previous trained ANN (from now
Expert NN). The MNN contains the time t as input. At the

ti1

1

Σ1

ϕ1

ω1

b 1

x

o1 → i2,1

h

i2,2

Σ2,1

ϕ2,1

Σ2,2

ϕ2,2 RSSI o2

Expert NN

Fig. 8. Modular Neural Network for speed sensing

beginning, we are going to consider t = t(MNN)i
= ti − t1.

This time passes forward to the hidden layer affected by the
weight (ω1) and the bias (B1). The mono-neuronal hidden
layer is activated by the identity activation function, obtaining
x as the output (equation (5)).

x(t) = ω1 × t+B1 (5)

RSSI(x, h) = NNexpert(x(t), h) (6)

This output x(t) becomes input, joining h in the expert NN,
giving as output a list of values of RSSI (equation (6)). These
outputs are compared with the values provided by the sensor
(targets RSSI(ti, h)) with the purpose of calculating the cost
function (εi),

εi =
1

2
(RSSI(x(ti), h)−RSSI(ti, h))2,

ε =

n∑
i

εi.
(7)

then, update ω1 and B1, by using backpropagation, until
minimizing the error (ε). After reaching the minimum ε, the
derivative of equation (5) results in the vehicle speed.

Considering that in equation (5) x is in centimeters and t is
in seconds, it is necessary to multiply ẋ times the conversion
value 0.036 for obtaining the speed in kilometers per hour
(km/h).

vav−x[km/h] = ẋ(t)× 0.036 = ω1 × 0.036 (8)

Finally, the system is going to insert into the database (table
speed) the plate number, type of vehicle, timestamp and the
calculated speed.

B. System calibration

To guarantee that the system is performing as designed and
reaching the best possible accuracy, we ought to calibrate the
system at the normal operation conditions. For this calibration,
we will carry out a multipoint linear fitting [34], using an
Android GPS based application, called SpeedView Lite, as a
standard speed reference.
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Fig. 9. Simulated data for a vehicle running at 22 Km/h.

VII. SIMULATION TEST

For this simulation, we prepared artificial data considering
the following conditions:

• The vehicle’s plate number is created randomly.
• The height of the plate is selected randomly within 30

and 60 cm, the theoretical speed (|v̄tr |) within 1 and 200
km/h and the sample period (Tsample) from the collected
data (Figure 5).

• Due to the reading range is from −240 to 30 cm, in this
simulation the vehicles start moving from a distance equal
to −250 cm (x̄0, out of the reading zone) and the instanta-
neous position is calculated by x̄i = x̄i−1+ v̄tr×Tsample

for i = 1, 2, 3 . . . n while x̄i < 30.
• We calculate the simulated power signal in function of

the vehicle position and the height of the plate through
the Expert NN, plus a random error (eR), where |eR| ≤
2%.

Figure 9 shows an example of the generated data (blue dots)
by applying the conditions previously mentioned. The black
dashed curve is the power signal function given by the Expert
NN respect of the position, and this position is a function of
the time. What is more, both domains, time and position, are
located at the bottom and top of the graph respectively. Each
blue dot in the graph has an associated domain value respect
of time and position. All this information is inserted into the
database in order to calculate the speed.

A. Data registration in the local database

Figure 10a shows the simulation of the captured data
through the RFID sensor, and this is stored in the internal
database through the Reader.py application. This includes the
necessary information for traffic analysis such as plate number,
the type of the vehicle, the time stamp, etcetera. Figure 10b
presents the calculated speeds in the table speed, where the
vehicle’s plate and its type are also stored.

This data is computed and saved by the MNN.py applica-
tion, which is triggered every minute through the crontab task
scheduler. This application verifies all the license plates, that
passed through the system within the last minute, excepting

(a) table data collect (b) table speed

Fig. 10. Stored data in the internal database - collected and calculated
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Fig. 11. Calculated speed (from the generated data) compared with the
theoretical speed (ε = 0.000001).

the last one. This last plate is not considered in this calcu-
lation, due to possibly it did not leave the reading zone yet.
Nevertheless, it is labeled as “in queue” for being processed
in the following minute. By taking the data in this manner,
we solve the problem of the reading probability instability at
the position xi and xo (see Figures 2 and 6) and, we obtain
complete information about each vehicle’s run.

B. Speed calculation evaluation

Figure 11 illustrates the speed calculations performed by
the system, from the simulated data (1000 vehicles), with
its respective dispersion. The red continuous straight line
describes a function y = x and it represents the theoretical
speeds. In this case, if the results are closer to this line, they
are more accurate. Besides this, although the dispersion starts
to increase after 60 km/h, it is not higher than 10%. What is
more, considering that speed limits do not exceed 50 km/h
in urban areas and 30 km/h in residential areas [1], we can
indicate that the system could be suitable for calculating the
speed of the vehicles in urban and residential areas.

VIII. SYSTEM TESTS AND RESULTS

Figure 12 shows the complete system. Two Python (ver.
3.6.7) applications control the devices and an SQLite database
(ver. 2.8.17) stores the data.

A. RFID tag reading and data acquisition

1) Signal power vs time: In daily operation, when a vehicle
passes over an antenna at a constant speed, the reading
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Fig. 12. System framework and hardware connections
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Fig. 13. Data sets (signal power vs time) obtained with the device at different
speeds

procedure creates a set of points that describes a waveform
in the plane RSSI vs time. These points should be grouped
and processed separately for each vehicle. During the test,
we attach the RFID label on the front of an electric bike (e-
Bike), at 30 cm height, and it passes over the antenna angled
at 45◦ at different speeds. Figure 13 shows four captured
datasets for speeds among 20 and 35 km/h. These data sets
prove that the RF100 RFID module executes an adequate job
in the RFID label recognition task (read the plate and type
stored in the tag). However, the instability of the reading time
(Tsample) and the reading probability, let the sensor captures
approximately only 50% or less of the data quantity estimated
in the simulations (for example Figure 13a and Figure 9)

B. System performance

Due to the lack of computation and power capacity on
embedded IoT devices, it is crucial to verify the system
performance during the monitoring task. As we mention in a
previous section, two applications perform the monitoring job:
Reader.py and MNN.py. For this test, the Reader.py application
is permanently running, reading the information in the RFID
tag and storing this data in the database. On the other hand,
the controller executes MNN.py, every minute, for calculating
the speed, based on the data stored in the table data collect.
This table contains simulated data (36 vehicle’s plates, speeds
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Fig. 14. Raspberry Pi Performance

Fig. 15. Voltage and electric current measured with the USB multitester

from 10 to 60 km/h and heights among 30 and 50 cm.). After
each speed calculation, the result is stored in the table speed.
The overall CPU and memory consumption are obtained with
Top (a Linux performance monitoring program).

Figure 14 presents the percentage of CPU and Memory
employed for these applications. When reader.py is running
alone, the CPU stays under 20%. Each time the system
executes MNN.py (every minute), the CPU usage increase
drastically, while the Memory slightly grows. In the first
execution of MNN.py, the average CPU and Memory usage
is 43% and 46.8% respectively. These results demonstrate
that the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B works adequately for traffic
monitoring with the proposed technology and methodology.

C. Power consumption tests

For measuring the power usage, we connect a USB Mul-
tifunction Tester in series between the battery and the IoT
devices. Initially, the consumption of the RBπ2 should be
validated. For this, only the RBπ2 is connected to the power
bank, initiating the operative system (OS). During the test, its
electric current usage is between 0.20 A and 0.26 A, in the
idle mode, including the Wi-Fi connection. After one hour,
it consumed 1.05 W h, where it is possible to deduce that the
average electric current (Iavg) is 0.211 A. This result is similar
to the value mentioned in subsection III-B (-8 %).

After that, the RFID system is connected to the power bank
and the RBπ2, completing the whole system. We performed
a couple of tests for approximately one hour each. Table II
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TABLE II
CONSUMPTION TESTS RESULTS FOR THE COMPLETE SYSTEM AT FULL

OPERATION

Test 1 Test 2
Time (h) 1.086 1.016

Voltage (V) min 5.01 5.01
max 5.05 5.05

Current (A) min 0.38 0.38
max 0.52 0.52

Accumulated 2.58 2.40Consumption (W h)
Iavg (A) 0.472 0.469

Fig. 16. System deployed on the open field

presents the accumulated consumptions where the full system
is completely operating and connected to a Wi-Fi access point.
The electric current usage is among 0.38 A and 0.52 A and the
Voltage within 5.01 V and 5.05 V with an average voltage of
5.032 V (Figure 15).

These results indicate that the Iavg for the full system
is around 0.471 A. Finally, taking into account the RBπ2’s
consumption calculated previously, it is possible to estimate
that a single RFID module consumes around 0.260 A.

D. Final tests

We mount the whole system on an open field. Figure 16
illustrates the RFID antenna in the middle of the road (at the
bottom left-hand corner of the picture), while the controllers
are beside the road (at the right). Then, we attach the RFID
label, on an electric bike (e-bike), at 40 and 50 cm height
from the ground. For the tests, the e-bike should passes next
to the antenna, following a straight line at different speeds. We
limit the speed to 30, 40 and 50 km/h through the build-in
electronic speed limiter of the e-bike. Based on our reference
(SpeedView Lite, see section VI-B), these speeds actually are
21, 28 and 35 km/h.

The system captured the label information with a 100%
effectiveness, and it was able to calculate the speed in all
the attempts within the test speeds range. Figure 17 shows
the results of the final speed estimation tests. At first, the
black continuous straight line, and the dashed lines beside it
correspond to the theoretical speed and the uncertainty given
by the SpeedView Lite app (± 0.5 km/h). Then, the Blue
dots represent the speed calculations performed by the system
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Fig. 17. Final test results - speed after calibration versus e-bike’s speed

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. THE SPEED ESTIMATION ACCURACY AND THE
ELECTRIC CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF OUR PROPOSAL ARE COMPARED

WITH OTHER SIMILAR METHODS.

Method Accuracy (%) Consumption (mA)
Wei et al. [19] 97.11 -

Ours 95.70 471
Al-Shabibi et al. [27] - 731

for different speeds of the e-bike. Finally, for decreasing
the error between the calculated and the theoretical values,
we apply a multipoint calibration process in which output
is the Red dots. These results demonstrate that the whole
system works properly. The fitting process by applying a
customized MNN fits the input data RSSI(t) to the known
data RSSI(h, x), and it permits to obtain decent accuracy in
the speed calculation (95.7%), despite the error generated by
the random noise and the usage of only one antenna.

Table III compares the speed calculation accuracy and the
electric current consumption of our proposal with other similar
methods. On the one hand, in spite of accuracy in [19] is
slightly higher than ours, it is important to mention that our
proposal accomplishes the speed estimation with respectable
precision with only one observational point. What is more, our
method’s advantage is that it can obtain vehicle information
such as the plate number and the type. On the other hand, we
estimate the electric current consumption in [27], considering
that it includes 2 RFID modules and 2 antennas, achieving
around 731 mA. This value is 35.57% greater than our system
consumption, which is around 471 mA.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the design and deployment of
intelligent vehicles speed monitoring systems based on IoT
devices such as RFID and Raspberry Pi, and a novel approach
for non-linear curve fitting by applying a customized MNN.
The main contribution of this article is the new and witty
methodology for vehicle speed estimation by designing an
MNN, that allows us to fit dimensionally different nonlinear
data affected by random errors. This method lets us reduce the
hardware involved, and consequently, the power consumption
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and the system’s costs compared with other proposals, with
respectable accuracy.

Finally, our future work contemplates improvements in the
speed estimation’s accuracy and computational velocity by
testing new calculation methodologies, RFID hardware, and
software programming. Also, the optimization of radiation
pattern through varying the antenna’s design.
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